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New Features 

Enhancements 

Bug Fixes 

New Features 

Feature  Description 

Rocket - Taxonomy 
Translations 

Admin users will now be able to enter Translations for Taxonomy nodes. 
Within the Taxonomy Admin, select the Taxonomy node that you would 
like to modify to enter Translations.  This will enable Admins to provide a 
localized browsing experience for end users if so desired. 
 

 

Enhancements 

Feature  Description 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

Rocket has been enhanced so that the expand/collapse icon for BOM List 
View is better placed and not overlapping other elements within the list 
item. 
 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

Rocket has been enhanced to display more meaningful BOM column 
headers.  Many users were expressing that previous BOM column 
heading names were confusing and not similar to the Flex Library 
experience. 
 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

Rocket has been enhanced to improve the scaling of the Hero Image on 
the Rocket home page.  The Hero Image will now scale correctly at 
mobile screen sizes. 
 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

Rocket has been enhanced to display both the Book and Chapter name 
on any additional browser tabs that are opened directly from Rocket 
content.  This enhancement should allow users to better understand 
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which content is displaying in each tab. 
 

 
 

Bug Fixes 

Feature  Description 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

A defect that was causing the Toggle Hotpoint button in the Diagram 
Navigator within Page Viewer to malfunction was fixed. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

A defect that was preventing Tags configured to Display in Parts List has 
been fixed.  The BOM grid view will now appropriately display Tags if they 
are configured to Display in Parts List.  The BOM list view will continue to 
display a Tag icon only in order to remain condensed. 
 

Rocket - Part 
Viewer 

A defect that was preventing Where Used information for Parts to display 
properly was fixed.  Where Used will now display all Books where the Part 
currently being viewed is used in Documoto. 
 

Rocket - Search  A defect that was causing type ahead suggestions not to return properly 
in the Book Search feature was fixed.  Users will now see appropriate 
suggestions based on what is typed in the Book Search. 
 

Rocket - Search  A defect that was causing search within a Book to not highlight found 
results within the Book has been fixed. 

Rocket - Shopping 
Cart 

A defect that was causing the Quick Add feature in the Shopping Cart to 
fail in returning prices and Tags for the select part has been fixed.  Users 
will now see prices and tags appear in the cart properly when adding a 
part via the Quick Add feature. 
 

Rocket - Shopping 
Cart 

A defect that was preventing Tags configured to Display in Cart has been 
fixed. The Cart will now appropriately display Tags if they are configured 
to Display in Cart. 
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Rocket - Taxonomy 
Editor 

A defect in Taxonomy Editor that was causing long Taxonomy names to 
overlay the Edit and Delete icons has been fixed. 
 

Performance  A defect that was causing page load times to be slower than expected 
has been fixed. 
 

Docustudio  A defect in Docustudio version 17.1 for Windows that was preventing 
auto-hotpoint usage was fixed.  Users will need to re-download and 
re-install the 17.1 version for Windows if they want to take advantage of 
this fix.  http://support.digabit.com/customer/portal/articles/1480892  
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